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ABSTRACT                                                   
Economic incentives have been employed around the world to encourage a shift 
towards Energy Efficient Vehicles (EEVs). In many regions, however, these 
support programs have been prematurely withdrawn due to either a change in 
government or a change in sentiment about the ongoing fiscal costs. Soon after 
the withdrawal of these incentive programs, markets have generally ‘bounced-
back’ towards conventional vehicles, possibly because economies-of-scale effects 
have not been attained. Here, we construct a stylized model of vehicle and mode 
choice, partly based on data from Stockholm, Sweden, to investigate the impacts 
of varying the design of an EEV incentive (congestion tax exemption) and levels of 
economies-of-scale to better understand what is required to ensure a self-
sustaining, long-term transition. Findings from this model illustrate how important it 
is for policy-makers to monitor the cost differentials, for both fixed and variable 
costs of EEV ownership, in order to identify the market’s “tipping-point” and avoid a 
market bounce-back after an incentive is phased out. 

1 Introduction 

Governments around the world are endeavoring to reduce greenhouse gas emissions within their 
borders. Efforts to do so are diverse, but of particular interest are those made within the transport 
sector, which accounts for approximately one-third of all greenhouse gas emissions globally (OECD, 
2014). Principal amongst the efforts to reduce transport emissions has been the goal of transitioning 
private vehicle fleets towards energy efficient vehicles (EEVs).  

Many barriers exist to encouraging the uptake of EEVs. Like any new technology, in the initial stages 
of production, when sales volumes are low, fixed (purchase) and variable (operating) costs are 
relatively high in comparison with conventional, incumbent technologies. In the case of EEVs, the 
regions that have had the most success in encouraging a transition to EEVs have been seen to 
introduce supportive regulation for both industry and for consumers. These regions have also used a 
combination of carrots (incentives/subsidies), sticks (taxes) and sermons (marketing) to stimulate 
demand for, and supply of, EEVs.  

Particularly in the case of economic incentives—usually temporary in duration—a policy-maker’s 
motivation is to use these ‘carrots’ to decrease the total cost of ownership for a specific product, in this 
case EEVs, in order stimulate higher consumer demand. In doing so, as consumer demand increases, 
the actual cost of ownership will decrease—due to both fixed and variable economies-of-scale. In time, 
costs will fall enough such that the incentive can be withdrawn and the new product be cost-
competitive with the incumbent alternative. Such a strategy pushes the market towards its so-called 
“tipping-point” and helps to achieve the desired environment benefits quicker than would have 
occurred otherwise.  

Although in principal the temporary incentive strategy is sound, it faces both potential fiscal and 
political costs in being first enacted and then upheld. Incentives need to be in place long enough to 
achieve the desired outcome of a minimized cost differential with the incumbent alternative. This drop 
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in product-associated costs, however, normally will take a number of years to occur, in which time 
governments may change, and consumer attitudes toward the costs involved may evolve. As such, 
there are many cases around the world where such strategies have been enacted, only to be 
subsequently phased out—with significant repercussions for the local EEV market.  

This paper explores three research questions around the effectiveness of economic incentives for 
vehicle fleet transitions: 

1. How do the fixed and variable economies of scale affect the long-term effectiveness of a 
temporary government incentive? 

2. How do the magnitude and duration affect the long-term effectiveness of a temporary 
government incentive? 

3. How do secondary effects, such as congestion, affect the long-term effectiveness of a 
temporary government incentive?  

We start by examining the four case studies of: Belgium; the State of Georgia (United States); the 
Province of British Columbia (Canada); and the Stockholm metropolitan area (Sweden). In each, we 
investigate the observed impacts connected with the withdrawal of the incentive program.  While each 
event took place during a different time period, with incentive programs targeting different types of 
EEVs, similar market reactions were observed after the premature withdrawal of economic 
incentives—with significant falls in the sales of EEVs post phase-out. 

The observed regressions in each region’s fleet transition lead us to question whether the respective 
incentive programs could have been designed differently, such that a sustainable fleet transition could 
have been achieved. More specifically, is there a “tipping-point” after which EEV uptake in a 
metropolitan region becomes so attractive that it is self-sustaining without incentives?  

We follow these four case studies with an exploration of the potential outcomes of varying incentive 
design, using a stylized model of vehicle ownership and mode choice in a hypothetical city, based 
largely on data from Stockholm. Using this stylized model, we investigate the circumstances that lead 
to a “tipping-point” such that the transition to EEVs is self-sustaining in the long-term. 

This paper continues in Section 2 by providing some background to the challenges, stages and tools 
available to policy-makers for encouraging a transition towards EEVs. Specifically, we discuss the 
barriers to this transition; the stages of the transition according to the technology diffusion model; and 
in turn, the intended effects of incentive policies on this transition. Section 2 also includes an overview 
of the four case studies.  

This is followed by a description of the methodology adopted in this study, in Section 3, as well as an 
outline of the policy designs modeled. The results of the stylized model are provided in Section 4, with 
a broader discussion of the implications of these results and guidance for policy makers included in 
Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 

2 Background 

If a government’s climate change strategy involves a transition to a cleaner vehicle fleet, then this 
brings into play issues of technological change, market barriers, economies of scale, and market 
interventions to create consumer and manufacturer incentives. In order to design a policy that can 
stimulate a sustainable transition towards EEVs, we must first understand:  

• What are the current market barriers to EEV adoption? 
• How does the EEV market operate? 
• At what stage does the markets’ “tipping-point” theoretically exist?  
• Why we should use temporary economic incentives in order to reach this point? 

2.1 Market Barriers 

When consumers choose to purchase a new vehicle, they take a number of different factors into 
account. A recent study in Belgium found that both fixed (e.g. purchase) and variable (e.g. operating) 
costs were the most important factors when considering the purchase of a new vehicle (Sprej et al., 
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2014). In the EEV market, these factors are particularly pronounced, given that the volumes of these 
new products are relatively low, and in turn, the fixed production costs (and, hence, sales prices) are 
relatively high.  

On the other hand, EEVs often have lower operating costs compared to conventional vehicles. Hence, 
a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) approach is often taken when comparing the relative costs of EEVs 
with their conventional counterparts - see Al-Alawi and Bradley (2013). TCO studies have generally 
shown that the uptake of EEVs is particularly sensitive, not only to differences in purchase prices, but 
also to the variable costs in the form of the price of conventional fuels (Al-Alawi and Bradley, 2013; 
Lemoine et al., 2007; Simpson, 2006). 

In addition to cost differentials, a number of other barriers to EEV uptake are evident from the 
literature. A review of stakeholder opinions in the automotive sectors of the United Kingdom and 
Germany (Steinhilber et al., 2013) found that the adoption of electric vehicles in particular was also 
hindered by: 

• Immature technological development; 
• Fragmented infrastructure; 
• Consumer skepticism of new technologies; and, 
• A lack of consumer incentives. 

Whilst governments can enact many different forms of legislation and initiatives in order to address the 
first three points listed above, here we focus on how policy-makers can stimulate the adoption of EEVs 
through the implementation of consumer incentives. In order to answer the question as to why policy-
makers should use incentives to encourage a transition towards EEVs, it first must be understood how 
the market operates, and in particular, how markets react to the introduction of a new product or 
technology. 

2.2 Diffusion of EEVs and the Impact of Government Incentives 

To conceptualize the possible transition of the vehicle fleet, we refer to the study of Technology 
Diffusion (Kemp and Volpi, 2008). How consumers react to a new product or service is often 
represented by the diffusion curve or S-Curve, defined by Rogers (1962). Rogers also defines the 
categories of consumers (individuals or organizations) that choose to purchase the new technology at 
various stages along the S-Curve as shown in Figure 1: Innovators, Early adopters, Early majority, 
Late majority and Laggards. 

 

Figure 1. Stages of new technology/product/service adoption. Adapted from Rogers (2003). 
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In the standard theory of technology adoption, when a new technology is first introduced to a market, 
most consumers are reluctant to purchase the product or service, which may be considered unusual or 
unproven. However, so-called ‘innovators' and ‘early adopters’ choose to invest in the new technology 
given they have a particular interest in new products or this new technology. At this early stage, many 
market barriers exist. The purchase price and operating costs are high, information is limited and 
supply may also be scarce.  

As time progresses, in theory at least, the market for the new technology generally follows the S-Curve 
(shown in Figure 1), where the volume of adopters gradually increases, economies-of-scale should 
start to bring costs down, and in turn, more adopters follow the trend. 

In reality, however, it can often happen that the market for a new technology does not reach the early 
majority of consumers, and in some cases, a market-bounce back can even occur, where consumers 
revert back towards the conventional, mainstream alternative product or service.  

Energy Efficient Vehicles are a contemporary example of a new set of technologies that is, even in the 
most advanced markets, still in the early adoption phase (Sprej et al., 2014; Steinhilber et al., 2013). 
The lack of progression in these markets suggests that at some point a “tipping-point” exists, after 
which a sustainable, long-term transition will occur, but before which, the market can stall or even fail. 

One explanation for why this “tipping-point” exists is that at some point during the early adoption phase 
of a market, economies-of-scale are created. If demand can be stimulated past this certain point in the 
market, costs will be driven down such that the new product or service is cost-competitive with the 
dominant, conventional alternative, and in turn, the adoption transition continues. Until this point, 
however, the cost differentials between the new technology and the dominant alternative remain too 
significant for any large-scale transition. 

Specifically in the case of EEVs, the costs associated with these new products are both fixed (e.g. 
large-scale production, distribution, marketing in a region, in turn affecting the purchase price) and 
variable, based on usage levels (e.g. fuel distribution/availability, familiarity with technology). Given the 
relatively small volume of EEVs in most markets, at present, these costs are generally higher overall 
for EEVs as compared to conventional vehicles—thus, the relatively minor adoption rates of these new 
products. 

The main challenge for policy-makers focusing on the EEV market, or wanting to encourage the 
adoption of any new technology, is to stimulate the market to reach this so-called “tipping-point” as 
soon as possible. This is particularly the case when transitioning to a new technology serves a social 
purpose; as in the case of EEVs—to reduce transport emissions, and in turn reduce the risk of 
extreme climate change, as well as the health-related impacts of air pollution. 

Through the use of temporary economic incentives, governments can reduce the initial cost 
differentials and shift the market along the S-curve so that it reaches its “tipping-point” earlier, or 
indeed, ensures it is able to reach this point at all. These economic incentives can be designed in 
various forms, in order to reduce the fixed and/or variable costs of EEV ownership, and in turn, 
increase the cost-competitiveness of these new products. It is also important to recognize that whether 
the temporary incentive reduces specifically fixed or variable costs of EEV ownership, in the longer-
term, the increase in demand stimulated by the temporary incentive will lead to reductions in both fixed 
and variable costs, through economies-of-scale. 

A principal illustration of the process is shown in Figure 2. The solid black line shows the demand 
curve and the grey line shows the cost as a function of the market share. The slope of the cost curve 
corresponds to the economies-of-scale. From the initial equilibrium, the government can use economic 
incentives to shift the cost curve downwards (a). Since the demand curve is above the shifted cost 
curve, the market share will start to increase (b) as more users are encouraged to adopt the new 
technology. 
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Once the market reaches this “tipping-point”, these incentives can then be phased out (c), since the 
cost differentials should have diminished or disappeared such that the adoption transition continues 
(d) to a final equilibrium. Determining where this specific “tipping-point” in the market exists though, is 
difficult, and is one of the issues we aim to provide guidance for policy-makers on in this paper. 

 

Figure 2. Principal illustration of the effect of a temporary economic incentive on the market 

Referring back to Figure 2, it should be noted that if economic incentives are phased out prematurely 
(e), i.e. when significant cost differentials remain, then the market may experience a bounce-back (f) 
towards the dominant alternative in the initial equilibrium. This phenomenon appears to have occurred 
in the four regions of Belgium, Georgia, British Columbia and Stockholm, as will be discussed in the 
following section of this paper.  

2.3 Four Case Studies 

Belgium 
Belgium has implemented a number of programs to encourage a shift in its vehicle fleet towards 
EEVs. Among these, in 2007, the Belgian Government introduced a rebate that led to a 15% reduction 
in the net purchase price of new vehicles that had CO2 emissions of less than 105 grams per 
kilometer. Specifically, consumers who purchased a vehicle that met these specifications could 
receive a subsidy of up to 4,350 EUR ($USD 5,650) directly via the automobile dealership (Turcksin et 
al., 2013).  

This financial rebate, along with a number of related incentives, was subsequently dropped in 2012 
due to federal budget constraints. As a consequence, the number of vehicles sold in this category 
decreased by 66% during the first three quarters of 2012, compared with the same period during 2011 
(Sprej et al., 2014). 

Georgia, USA 
In a similar case, in 1998, the State of Georgia introduced a $USD 1,500 tax credit for individuals and 
businesses who chose to lease or purchase an alternative fuel vehicle. In 2001, the credit was 
increased to $USD 5,000 for zero-emission vehicles (e.g. battery electric or hydrogen fuel cell 
vehicles). The tax credit incentive had been introduced due to the capital and largest city, Atlanta, 
violating federal air quality standards, where motor vehicles were the largest source of air pollution 
(Simmons, 2015).  

Due to a lack of eligible vehicles on the market, it was not until the release of the Nissan Leaf (battery 
electric vehicle) in 2011 that a significant number of consumers started to take advantage of the tax 
credit scheme. Ultimately the scheme proved to be so successful that by 2014 Atlanta became the top 
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market for the Nissan Leaf in the U.S., and Georgia became the number two state in the country for 
electric vehicle sales (Smitt, 2015). 

The cost of tax credits claimed by consumers across the state increased from $USD 194,008 in 2011 
to approximately $USD 50 million by 2015 (Ruch, 2015; Simmons, 2015). Reportedly, this rapid 
increase in the cost of the program, in conjunction with the State needing to spend close to $USD 1 
billion on road infrastructure maintenance, led to the phasing out of the tax credit incentive in July, 
2015 (Smitt, 2015).  

A preliminary analysis of EEV sales in the state over the 6 months following the policy phase-out, 
through to January, 2016, suggests that the withdrawal of the incentive had a significant effect on the 
electric vehicle market. The initial figures suggest that sales fell by approximately 90% (Caputo, 2016). 
Interestingly, the government not only removed the tax incentive, but also introduced an annual 
registration tax on electric vehicles of $USD 200, adding to the overall cost of owning and using such a 
vehicle.  

Given how recently these events took place, the precise extent to which the tax credit withdrawal 
caused the market collapse is to still to be determined. The significance of the drop does suggest, 
however, that the incentive had some impact on EEV sales. Despite the drop in sales, so far local 
politicians have not shown indications of reintroducing the program.  

British Columbia, Canada 
Approximately 90% of electricity consumed in British Columbia is produced using renewable energy 
sources—predominantly hydro-electricity (Nyboer and Kniewasser, 2012)—giving the region a strong 
motive to support the uptake of EEVs, specifically electric vehicles, in order to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions from its transport sector. Indeed, in November 2011, the provincial government introduced 
the Clean Energy Vehicle incentive program, consisting of a rebate worth up to $CAD 5,000 ($USD 
4,800) off the pre-tax purchase price of an electric, hydrogen fuel-cell or compressed natural gas 
vehicle (Province of British Columbia, 2013). The program also included electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure rebates and education campaigns. The program was originally intended to end in March, 
2013, but it was subsequently extended until the end of February, 2014, at which time the allocated 
funds expired and the program was withdrawn. 

During this first stage of the incentive program, just over 1,000 eligible EEVs were sold, with a 
preliminary analysis of sales, comparing British Columbia and two other Canadian States—Ontario 
and Quebec—concluding that the subsidy had likely doubled EEV sales in British Columbia 
(Klippenstein, 2014). This finding was made on the basis that the ratio of EEV sales in British 
Columbia to the combined EEV sales in Ontario and Quebec, in the 5 months following the incentive 
phase out, was half of what the ratio had been whilst the rebate incentive program was in place. 
Interestingly, although this ratio halved after the incentive was phased out, EEV sales in British 
Columbia still rose - albeit at a very modest rate compared to Ontario and Quebec.  

After a year of lobbying from EEV stakeholders, the government of British Columbia decided to 
reintroduce the EEV rebate in April, 2015. Another preliminary analysis of sales figures by the same 
author found further evidence to support the significance of the incentive program for EEV sales in the 
province (Klippenstein, 2016). Similarly, the ratio of EEV sales in British Columbia to EEV sales in 
Ontario and Quebec were compared for the period between the first phase of the incentive, through 
the phase-out, and 6 months into the second phase of the incentive (2012-2015). In this new analysis, 
sales of premium EEVs—such as the Tesla Model S—were separated from mainstream consumer 
EEVs—such as the Nissan Leaf. The study found no discernible effect of the incentive program on 
premium EEV sales; however, it did find that the incentive appears to have doubled mainstream EEV 
sales relative to the phase-out period (Klippenstein, 2016). In other words, the incentive appears to 
have pushed the ratio of EEV sales in British Columbia, compared to Ontario and Quebec, back to the 
same level observed before the incentive phase-out. These findings support those of the initial study, 
suggesting the incentive program doubled EEV sales in British Columbia.  

These findings, in conjunction with those from Belgium and Georgia, illustrate how significant incentive 
programs can be to EEV sales. Although the market in British Columbia did not experience a complete 
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“bounce-back”, this case study still demonstrates that the premature phase-out of an incentive can 
substantially slow and/or stall the uptake rate for a new product, such as EEVs.  

Stockholm, Sweden 
Although pertaining to a different time period and a predominantly a different category of EEVs than 
the other examples, the Stockholm metropolitan area provides an illustrative example of the potential 
consequences of phasing out an incentive program before a fleet transition is self-sustaining. 

The Stockholm region has benefited from various programs to promote EEV adoption since 1994 
(Pädam et al., 2009), including tax incentives between 1994 and 2005 aimed to increase both the 
supply of and demand for alternatively-fueled vehicles, as well as a program to transition the city fleet 
from conventional vehicles to EEVs. In 2005 the demand for EEVs, especially ethanol vehicles, 
sharply increased (see Figure 3), with a common explanation being the variety of financial incentives 
introduced during that year. Free parking was introduced in May 2005 for inner-city residents with 
alternatively-fueled vehicles, followed in January, 2006 by the seven-month long congestion pricing 
trial (known formally as a “congestion tax”), from which qualifying EEVs were exempt.  

A 12-month hiatus from the congestion tax followed, and a referendum was held on whether to 
permanently retain the scheme, with 52.5% of the city population voting in favor (Börjesson et al., 
2012). Subsequently, the congestion tax, including the EEV exemption, was reintroduced permanently 
from August 2007. Also, in April 2007, the government introduced a purchase rebate for all 
alternatively fueled and low CO2 vehicles. This policy encompassed not only alternatively fueled EEVs, 
but also gasoline/diesel vehicles emitting less than 120 grams of CO2 per km (Lindfors and Roxland, 
2009; Pädam et al., 2009). 

 

Figure 3. New EEV sales in Stockholm county: 2006-2015 (Statistics Sweden, 2015)  

The congestion tax exemption in particular appears to have led to a significant increase in the usage 
and ownership of EEVs in Stockholm. During the congestion tax trial in 2006, only 2% of cordon 
crossings were made by exempt EEVs. By December 2008, this number had increased to 14% 
(Börjesson et al., 2012).  Policy-makers in Stockholm became concerned that the exemption’s success 
would erode the effectiveness of the congestion pricing scheme itself. As such, the tax exemption was 
phased out on the 1st of January 2009 for newly registered EEVs, approximately 18 months after its 
introduction, and on the 1st of August 2012 for exempt EEVs registered in 2008 or earlier (Birath and 
Pädam, 2010). 
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Figure 3 shows the monthly sales of Ethanol and Electric EEVs, respectively, between 2006 and 2015, 
in Stockholm County (Statistics Sweden, 2015). As shown, EEV sales increased during the EEV 
exemption period of mid-2007 and peaked in the beginning of 2009. This observation was later 
confirmed in a study examining vehicle registry data in Stockholm to compare purchase decisions of 
owners whose presumed commute trajectories crossed the congestion tax cordon (Whitehead et al., 
2014).  

Soon after the exemption was phased out for new vehicles, sales started to decline. For ethanol 
vehicles, the decline was particularly severe, dropping from 29.1% in 2008 to only 1.4% by 2013. Of 
course, other factors might have also contributed to this decrease. One of these factors may have 
been the increased level of public scrutiny on the sustainability of Ethanol fuel production. The majority 
of Swedish ethanol fuel is sourced from Brazil, and during the same time period, various lobby groups 
ran public campaigns claiming that at least some of this ethanol was contributing to the destruction of 
the Amazon Rainforest and slave labor conditions in developing countries (SwedWatch, 2009). The 
largest Swedish importer of ethanol – SEKAB – strongly denied these accusations and released a 
sustainability scheme for the Ethanol they sourced from Brazil in order to counter these claims 
(SEKAB, 2012). It should be noted that there are no known studies providing evidence to link these 
events with the subsequent drop in EEV sales in Stockholm. 

Referring back to Figure 3, it can be observed that electric vehicle sales in Stockholm recovered 
during 2012, and have been on the increase ever since. This trend is likely due to the introduction of 
the Super-EEV subsidy (supermiljöbilspremie) in 2012, worth up to 40,000 SEK ($USD 5,000) off the 
purchase price for EEVs emitting less than 50 grams CO2 per km—mainly battery and plug-in hybrid 
electric vehicles. An increase in the supply of electric vehicles to market could have also been a 
contributing factor. 

The regression in ethanol vehicles raises the possibility that Stockholm’s congestion tax exemption 
was removed prematurely, and in turn, that a longer duration policy could have led to a self-sustaining 
share of ethanol vehicles. A longer duration policy would have given the market a longer period to 
achieve the economies-of-scale effects required to ensure a continuing transition.  

The required reductions in costs (economies-of-scale) for ethanol vehicles to achieve such a transition 
are different to those required for electric vehicles. For ethanol vehicles, an upfront price premium did 
exist in Stockholm, but to a lesser extent compared to that of current electric vehicles. Nonetheless, 
economies-of-scale in the fixed costs of ethanol vehicles were important, given the unsubsidized 
operating costs of these vehicles were relatively similar to conventional vehicles, and thus an 
operating cost advantage was not provided to the consumer – as compared to electric vehicles, where 
the unsubsidized operating costs are generally much lower than conventional vehicles.  

The other costs to consider are those of fuel availability and driving range. Ethanol eventually became 
widely available in Sweden due to the Federal’s Governments Alternative Fuels Mandate for Fuel 
Stations, and therefore was not a major inconvenience. This is in comparison to electric vehicles that 
currently have a much higher imposed ‘cost’ due to the low availability of charging infrastructure and 
higher charging times. Ethanol and electric vehicles do, however, both have lower driving range 
capabilities, which in turn means that these vehicles need to offer cost advantages, either through a 
lower upfront cost, or significantly lower operating costs, to overcome these limitations. Of course the 
added environmental benefits of these EEVs is a principal advantage, but one that’s value can vary 
considerably across the population based on consumer preferences. 

Overall, these four case studies provide critical insight into the consequences of a premature 
withdrawal of support for a new technology, such as EEVs. If the incentive is not of a great enough 
magnitude, or present for a long enough duration, economies-of-scale effects on both fixed and 
variable costs cannot be attained, and the market will simply ‘bounce-back’ to the incumbent 
alternative. In this paper we aim to better understand the interaction between policy magnitude and 
duration, with economies-of-scale effects, and ultimately, the combination of these elements that is 
required in order to avoid a market ‘bounce-back’ and ensure a long-term self-sustaining transition. 
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3 Methodology 

We continue by constructing a stylized model of the vehicle purchase decisions and daily mode 
choices of commuters in a hypothetical city over a 15 year period, partially based on data from the 
Stockholm region, as a means to understand how different conditions might affect the overall transition 
towards EEVs. We use this model to generate vehicle fleet projections across a series of policy 
designs, varying the: 

• Length of the policy;  
• Magnitude of the incentives; and 
• Degrees of economies-of-scale effects on fixed and operating costs of EEVs. 

For the sake of this paper, given the model is partly based on data from Stockholm, the government 
incentive is designed in the form of a reduced in the operating costs of owning/using an EEV e.g. an 
exemption from congestion charging. In later work, the type of policy can be modified to illustrate other 
effects of incentive programs on the EEV market that fall outside the scope of this paper. 

In order to simulate the effects of how the design of a congestion tax exemption (or similar incentive to 
reduce operating costs) could affect the transition towards EEV, we employ logit models for both 
vehicle choice and mode choice. We continue here with a formulation of the model’s design,  followed 
by a description of the policy scenarios tested, the treatment of economies of scale, and the 
performance measures by which the various scenarios are evaluated. 

3.1 Model Formulation 

We model a commuting population in a city. Each workday the commuters make a single return trip. 
The commuters’ choice of transport mode ! depends on their vehicle ownership ". A commuter can 
own an energy efficient vehicle (" = $$") or a conventional vehicle (" = %"). To get to work, the 
commuters can choose between driving (! = $ or ! = %), depending on their vehicle choice, or using 
other alternatives such as public transport or working from home (! = &'). 

Short-Term Mode Choice 
The choice of transport mode ! at time period ' is assumed to be a function of the generalized cost of 
the available transport alternatives for the commuters. The utility the commuters get from travel is 
composed of two parts, one part that is observable and common for the whole group and one part that 
is unobservable and individual. 

Using this distinction, the commuters’ choice of vehicle type " and travel mode ! can be 
conceptualized using discrete choice models (Train, 2009). Here, it is assumed that when the 
commuters choose a vehicle to purchase, or a mode to use, they maximize an unobserved utility 
function. This function can be separated into an observable deterministic part "()  and an unobservable 
part *() , written as: +() 	= 	 "() 	+ 	*() . Since the individual part is unobservable, we treat it as random.  

To get a closed form for the mode and vehicle shares, we assume that the unobservable part *()  is an 
iid type I extreme value distributed random variable. One interpretation of the random variable is that it 
corresponds to individual taste heterogeneity in the population that captures all factors that affect utility 
but that are not captured by observable factors "() .  

The utility "()  for the commuter’s daily choice of travel mode ! in time period ' is given by: 

".) = / ∙ 1234567. − %9:'.) − '9;;.) − '<!$) ∙ =>?
"@) = / ∙ 1234567. − %9:'@) − '9;;@) − '<!$) ∙ =>?

"A)
) = 0

 

where, 1234567. is a mode specific constant for driving (assumed to be the same for both vehicles), 
%9:'()  is the running cost for a return trip using an EEV (! = $) or a conventional vehicle (! = %), this 
is mainly composed of costs for fuel and parking. The variable '9;;()  is the toll for a return trip using 
mode !, '<!$) is the travel time for a return trip at time period ', =>? is the commuters’ value of time 
and / is a scale factor. All variables are a function of the time period '. To simplify the model we 
assume that value of time =>? is the same for all travelers irrespective of mode. 
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Given the assumptions above, the commuter’s choice of transport mode follows a binary logit 
distribution. The results are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: Conditional probabilities CD|F
G  for different transport modes D as a function of vehicle 

ownership F and time period G. 

&(|7
)  

Transport Mode (!) 

! = $ & ! = % ! = &' 

Vehicle 
Ownership (") 

" = $$" &.|..7
) =

$7H
I

1 + $7HI
 &A)|..7

) =
1

1 + $7HI
 

" = %" &@|@7
) =

$7K
I

1 + $7KI
 &A)|@7

) =
1

1 + $7KI
 

From the properties of the logit model, the consumer surplus 327) for the two vehicle ownership 
alternatives " becomes: 

32..7) =
L
/
∙ ln 1 + $7H

I  

32@7) =
L
/
∙ ln 1 + $7K

I  

where L is the number of workdays in a time period (see Train, 2009). 

The total population consists of O commuters, i.e. we assume that the total size of the population is 
constant in time. In any given time period ' the commuters can be divided into two vehicle ownership 
groups: those owning an energy efficient vehicle O..7)  and those owning a conventional vehicle O@7) , 
where: 

O = O..7) + O@7)  

From the number of commuters in each vehicle ownership group and the logit probabilities for the 
mode share we can calculate the total daily travel demand for the two vehicle classes for each time 
period: 

P..7) = O..7) ∙ &.|..7
)

P@7) = O@7) ∙ &@|@7
)  

where P..7)  is the number of daily return trips by energy efficient vehicles and P@7)  is the number of 
daily return trips by conventional vehicles. To capture road congestion, we use a linear volume delay 
function to calculate the travel time for a return trip '<!$) at time period ' as a function of the total 
number of daily commuting trips by car: 

'<!$) = Q@ + R@ ∙ P) 

where P) = P..7) + P@7) . Since the travel time '<!$) at each time period ' is a function of the total 
number of commuting trips by car P) which in turn is a function of the travel time, the travel time 
equilibrium can be formulated as a fixed-point problem where the travel time and the corresponding 
demand for car travel every time period must be simultaneously satisfied, i.e. 

'<!$) = '<!$) P)

P) = P) '<!$)
 

Long-Term Vehicle Choice 
In the long run, the vehicle fleet can also change. To analyze the transition of the vehicle fleet as a 
function of different policies we create a dynamic model where the vehicle fleet slowly adapts to new 
circumstances. We assume that the ownership time of a vehicle follows an exponential distribution 
with an average ownership time of ? time periods, which implies that on average 1 ? of the vehicle 
fleet is renewed every time period. 
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In the beginning of each time period, a segment of the commuters can replace their vehicles. Each 
commuter has two alternatives: buying an EEV or a conventional vehicle. When making their decision, 
they consider the net cost of ownership (net purchase cost plus the cost for maintenance and 
registration) and the expected consumer surplus of the vehicle choice. To simplify the analysis, we 
assume that commuters take all future costs, travel times and policies to be constant and the same as 
in the previous time period. One implication of this naïve approach is that drivers do not consider 
possible future changes in travel times (for example if a larger share of the vehicle fleet composition 
benefits from an exemption and hence more trips are made by automobile). 

The utility for each alternative in the purchase choice is: 

=..7) = S ∙ 32..7) − O$'39:'..7)

=@7) = S ∙ 32@7) − O$'39:'@7)
 

where O$'39:'7)  is the net cost of owning a vehicle of type " during time period ' (net purchase cost 
plus average costs for maintenance and registration), and the parameter S is a scale factor. 

We assume that the choice of vehicle follows a binary logit function. The resulting choice probabilities 
for the new vehicle choice at time period ' are thus given by: 

&..7) =
$THHU

I

$THHUI + $TKUI

&@7) =
$TKU

I

$THHUI + $TKUI

 

The vehicle fleet for the new time period is finally given by: 

O7)VW =
O
?
∙ &7) + 1 −

1
?

∙ O7) 

Economies-of-Scale Effects 
To simulate the economies-of-scale effects on fixed and operating costs we assume that the net cost 
of owning an EEV is a linear function of the fleet penetration the previous time period: 

O$'39:'..7) = O$'39:'..7X − :Y ∙ 100 ∙
O..7)ZW − O..7X

O
 

where :Y is a scale parameter for the economy-of-scale effect for the fixed cost measured in SEK/pp1. 

The running cost for a return trip using an EEV is, in a similar way, assumed to be a linear function of 
the total number of daily return trips by energy efficient vehicles the month before:  

%9:'.) = %9:'.[\]. + :7 ∙ 100 ∙ P..7)ZW − P..7X  

Where :7 is a scale parameter for the economy-of-scale effect for the variable cost measured in 
SEK/daily return trips. 

In order to construct a functioning stylized model of mode and vehicle choice, a number of other 
assumptions were also made. These assumptions are based on existing theory, findings of other 
studies, or specific attributes relating to Stockholm’s transport system. To be sure, not all factors could 
be considered in our model, and as such, the outputs provided in this paper are more useful for 
qualitative purposes. The specific assumptions and inputs of the stylized model are summarized in 
Table A1, Appendix A. 

 

                                                        
1 SEK per percentage point. A value of 10 SEK/pp, for instance, implies that the net cost per month would be 
reduced by 10 SEK for every percentage point that EEV fleet penetration increases. 
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3.2 Policy Designs 

Using the previously described stylized model, we explore three congestion tax exemption designs, 
and the various conditions that could have occurred under each of these incentive programs. In doing 
so, our aim is to illuminate several potential EEV transition paths and to assess what conditions under 
which the EEV market could reach its “tipping-point” under each of these policy designs. The three 
main designs are as follows: 

1.) Policy A (exemption policy as implemented in Stockholm) 

The first policy reflects closest the actual policy setting in Stockholm between mid-2007 
and the end of 2008. The congestion tax exemption was in place for all new EEV owners 
for this period. In our model we assume an average congestion toll of 50 SEK ($USD 6.25) 
is paid by conventional vehicle owners per return commute trip, and a 100% exemption is 
applied to EEVs during a similar 18-month exemption period. 

2.) Policy B 

The second policy is based on what the Swedish government had originally planned to 
introduce, i.e. a toll exemption for EEVs over 5 full years. The same toll rates apply as in 
the Policy A. 

3.) Policy C 

One of the main motivating factors for not keeping the toll exemption in place for a longer 
period was due to the increases in congestion caused by the policy. As such, the third 
policy design sets a higher congestion toll rate (65 SEK or $USD 8.13), with only a partial 
EEV discount (50%), leaving EEV owners some incentive to minimize trips. 

As part of this investigation, we have also tested a range of other congestion tax exemption designs by 
varying the length of the exemption, the level of the discount and the level of the congestion toll. Since 
we are emphasizing the qualitative results of this paper, however, here we only include the three main 
designs.  

3.3 Assessing the Policies 

For each policy design, we assess the combinations of economies-of-scale effects, in terms of both 
fixed and variable costs, that would be required in order to push the EEV market towards its “tipping-
point” and ensure a lasting, long-term transition of the vehicle fleet towards EEVs. To analyze different 
market conditions, we compare a number of different combinations of economies-of-scale effects, and 
determine the minimum threshold required under each policy design that would ensure a self-
sustaining transition after the incentive is withdrawn. The purpose of the analysis is to explore how the 
magnitude and duration affect the transition paths and the long-term effectiveness of the time-limited, 
temporary incentive. To analyze the rebound effects in vehicle usage for various degrees of 
economies-of-scale effects we also analyze vehicle usage and congestion levels upon phase-out of 
the policy. 

4 Results 

The results of this paper, although largely qualitative, have been organized to provide insight into:  

- What level of economies-of-scale are required for a sustainable transition towards EEVs; 
- How does a temporary incentives’ magnitude and duration impact upon the minimum level of 

economies of scale required; and in turn,  
- How does the magnitude and duration of a temporary incentive affect driving commute travel 

times i.e. congestion levels. 

A summary of the results of our model is included in Table 2 of Section 4.4. 
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4.1 Minimum Required Economies-of-Scale Effects 

Figure 4 shows the minimum combinations (thresholds) of economies-of-scale effects that would be 
required for the EEV market to reach its “tipping-point”, as determined by our model, under each of the 
three policy designs; i.e. Policy A (50SEK, 100% Discount, 18 months), Policy B (50 SEK, 100% 
Discount, 60 months), Policy C (65 SEK, 50% Discount, 60 months). If the combined economies-of-
scale effects in both fixed and variable costs were above the threshold for each policy - as illustrated 
by the plotted lines - the exemption would result in the market reaching its “tipping-point” and the EEV 
market share would continue to increase towards a new equilibrium after the exemption was phased 
out. Conversely, if the combined economies-of-scale effects in both fixed and variables costs were 
below these thresholds for each policy, once the exemption was phased out, the market would revert 
back towards conventional vehicles. 

According to our model’s results, the minimum required economies-of-scale in fixed costs under Policy 
A would be 8.3 SEK/pp (-2.0% p.a.) and for variables costs would be 0.098 SEK/trip (-32.1% p.a.).  

For Policy B, the minimum required economies-of-scale in fixed costs would be 4.6 SEK/pp (-0.9% 
p.a.) and for variable costs would be 0.054 SEK/trip (-19.8% p.a.). Given Policy B is longer in duration 
than Policy A, despite the magnitude of the exemption being the same, the minimum required 
economies-of-scale effects would be less under Policy B than those required under Policy A, as the 
fleet would have a longer period over which to transition.  

Finally, for Policy C, we can see that in order for the transition to EEVs to continue after the phase-out 
of the exemption, the minimum economies-of-scale effects required in fixed costs would be 4.9 
SEK/pp (-1.0% p.a.) and in variable costs would be 0.070 SEK/trip (-27.7% p.a.). These levels are 
slightly greater than the economies-of-scale effects required under Policy B – as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Comparison of minimum economies-of-scale thresholds under different policy 

designs 

The four economies-of-scale scenarios shown in Figure 4 - (0), (1), (2) and (3) - will largely be 
discussed in Section 4.3, however focusing for now on scenario (2), the cost-demand curves for this 
level of economies-of-scale on fixed costs have been plotted in Figure 5. The demand curve 
corresponds to a toll level of 50 SEK. The tipping-point where the cost and the demand curves 
intersects is located at a EEV market share of around 30% and at a fixed cost of around 3750 SEK (a 
4% reduction in the fixed costs compared to the initial equilibrium). This effectively means that all 
temporary incentives that are able to reduce the fixed costs below this tipping-point, result in a 
continuing transition towards EEVs. As shown previously in Figure 2, the same principal mechanisms 
apply to EEV market under all policy designs, but at different cost levels and market shares. 
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Figure 5. Example of Cost-Demand Curves (Economies-of-Scale Scenario 2) 

4.2 Projections of EEV Market Shares and Congestion Effects under each policy 

The projections of EEV market share under no economies-of-scale, and the minimum required 
economies-of-scale effects for a continuing transition, are plotted for each policy in Figure 6. The 
minimum economies-of-scale effects required for a continuing transition correspond to the threshold 
levels previously described in Figure 4. 

It can be seen in Figure 6 that during the 18-month exemption period, our model predicted little 
differentiation between EEV penetration levels due to economies-of-scale effects under Policy A. 
Where these different market conditions would make a significant contribution is after the phase-out of 
the policy. These results suggest that under the minimum required economies-of-scale effects, the 
rate of increase in the share of EEVs, after Policy A was phased out, would have likely been 
significantly less than during the exemption policy period, however, if both variable and fixed costs 
were reduced simultaneously due to economies-of-scale, the market could expect to continue on a 
similar trajectory, despite the policy no longer being active.  

Our model predicted a EEV market share of 15% upon policy phase out. The model also predicted 
EEV market shares 10 years after the policy’s introduction of 16% under the minimum required 
economies-of-scale in fixed costs and 17% under the minimum required economies-of-scale in only 
variable costs. The reason for the minimal increases in EEV market shares after policy phase-out, is 
because the minimum required economies-of-scale effects would only be strong enough to just reach 
the market’s tipping-point, but the transition would lose momentum after the phase-out. To maintain a 
higher rate of transition after the phase-out, it is important under all Policy Designs, that the exemption 
be continued for a short period after the market reaches its tipping-point or that economies-of-scale 
effects are greater than the minimum specified. 

Although not shown on Figure 6, it’s important to recognize that under this policy design, driving 
commute travel times would increase by 3.3% during the exemption period. 

As previously shown in Figure 4, extending the exemption policy out to the originally intended 5-year 
duration, reduced the minimum required levels of economies-of-scale effects. Similarly to Policy A, it 
can be seen in Figure 6 that during the exemption period, whether economies-of-scale effects were 
present or not, the EEV penetration rate appears to be largely similar. Under Policy B, the EEV market 
share was predicted to be 40% upon phase-out. 10 years after the policy’s introduction the EEV 
market share for Policy B under the minimum required economies-of-scale in fixed costs was 
predicted to be 41% and under the minimum required economies-of-scale in variable costs was also 
predicted to be 41%.  Similarly to Policy A, we can see the transition quickly loses momentum after the 
phase-out, requiring either higher economies-of-scale effects or a slightly longer policy duration. 
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Again, although not shown in Figure 6, driving commute travel times would increase by 9.6% during 
the exemption period under Policy B. This is particularly significant given that this increase in travel 
times is almost triple that of what occurred under Policy A, which is based upon Stockholm’s actual 
congestion tax that, you will recall, had to be phased out due to the significant increases in congestion 
levels. 

 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of different EEV projections for each Policy Design under minimum 
required levels of economies-of-scale for a continuing transition after policy phase-out. 

The third and final design of Policy C, is also 5 years in duration but includes a smaller magnitude 
incentive (50% discount) and a higher toll rate (65 SEK), as shown previously in Figure 4. Referring 
back to Figure 6, despite the higher toll rate under Policy C, the EEV market share upon phase-out 
was predicted to be the same as Policy B at 40%. This is principally due to the fact that under the 
exemption period, the magnitude of both temporary policies are strong enough such that almost all 
new vehicle purchases are EEVs. Since the fleet renewal rate is exogenous in the model, the EEV 
market share can at most increase with 1 ? each time period. In Policy C, even though the magnitude 
of the toll exemption is lower than Polices A and B, the effect is still strong enough such that the same 
fleet transition rate is reached. Even with similar market shares at the phase-out, the driving commute 
travel times under Policy C would only increase by 0.5% during the exemption period, much lower 
than under Policy B. 
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4.3 Interaction between Policy Design and Economies-of-Scale Effects 

To more clearly compare the effect of the duration and magnitude of the exemption, and the 
interaction of these factors with the minimum levels of economies-of-scale effects required, here we 
analyze four different scenarios based on the chosen economies-of-scale effect levels shown back in 
Figure 4. Under the baseline scenario (0), with no economies-of-scale effects, none of the policy 
designs will result in a continuing transition after the exemption is phased out. 

Under Policy A, the tipping-point is only reached in scenario (3) with economies-of-scale effects in 
both variable and fixed costs. This result is also demonstrated in Figure 7, where (3) is shown to be 
the only scenario under which EEV uptake continues after the exemption is phased out for Policy A. 

With a longer duration of the exemption, as in Policy B, lower levels of economies-of-scale are 
required to reach the market’s tipping-point. Scenarios (1), (2) and (3) will therefore result in a 
continuing transition after phase-out under Policy B. The projections of EEV market share shown for 
Policy B in Figure 7, are roughly the same as in Figure 6, given the economies-of-scale scenarios - 
(1), (2), (3) and (4) - loosely match the minimum required economies-of-scale thresholds for Policy B – 
as shown in Figure 4. 

Under Policy C, the economies-of-scale effects in scenario (2) and (3) are strong enough for the 
exemption to result in a lasting transition as shown again in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of different EEV projections under different policy designs under varying 

levels of economies-of-scale effects. 
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4.4 Summary of Results 

Below, in Table 2, we have included a summary of the previously described results. As expected, 
across all policy designs, if no economies-of-scale effects occur and costs are not reduced, then a 
“bounce-back” towards conventional vehicle would take place. Both Policies B and C would appear to 
lead to similar EEV market shares of above 40%, 10 years after the introduction of the exemption 
policy – as expected given the similarities in minimum required economies-of-scale effects. Although 
these long-term EEV market shares are similar, the congestion levels were predicted to be 
substantially higher under Policy B as compared with Policy C. Given the higher exemption discount 
rate, Policy B is also likely a more expensive incentive program compared to Policy C. 

Table 2: Summary of results 

Policy  

(Return Trip 
Toll, EEV 
Discount, 
Months) 

Market 
Share on 
phase-out 

under 
Baseline 

Projection 

Commuter 
Driving 

Travel Times 
at policy 

phase out 
(compared to 

policy 
introduction) 

Minimum                
Economies-of-scale Effects 

required for continuing 
transition: 

Expected EEV Fleet Penetration 10 
years after exemption policy introduced 

with: 

On Fixed 
Costs 

On Variable 
Costs 

No 
economies-

of-scale 
effects 

Fixed Cost 
economies-

of-scale 

Variable Cost 
economies-

of-scale 

A:) 50 SEK, 
100%, 18 15.3% +3.3% 

-2.0% p.a. 

8.3 SEK/pp2 

-32.1% p.a. 

0.098 SEK/trip 
7.3% 15.6% 17.0% 

B:) 50 SEK, 
100%, 60 40.4% +9.6% 

-0.9% p.a. 

4.6 SEK/pp 

-19.8% p.a. 

0.054 SEK/trip 
24.8% 41.4% 41.2% 

C:) 65 SEK, 
50%, 60 39.6% +0.52% 

-1.0% p.a. 

4.9 SEK/pp 

-27.7% p.a. 

0.070 SEK/trip 
24.2% 40.2% 41.2% 

5 Discussion 

The above results provide insight into the mechanisms of the energy efficient vehicle market, and how 
the market shares of a novel product—such as EEVs—can react under different market conditions. A 
particular motivation in researching this issue has been to gain a better understanding of what policy-
makers can do differently in order to ensure a sustainable transition towards energy efficient vehicles 
after the phase-out of a temporary incentive program. Here we explore these issues further, using the 
findings of the qualitative results previously described. 

5.1 Economies of Scale for Fixed and Variable Costs 

If policy-makers can better identify when the market for a novel product has reached its ‘tipping-point’, 
they can minimize the costs of an incentive to the public by phasing-out the incentive above this point, 
with the confidence that a sustainable transition should continue. The great challenge in this is that a 
market’s “tipping-point” can be difficult to identify. The size of the fleet, or level of vehicle sales, 
although indicative of consumer demand, does not alone provide a reasonable basis upon which a 
policy-maker can decide whether it is time to withdraw an incentive policy. The critical factors that 
must be monitored in order to identify a market’s tipping-point are: the ongoing prices of the novel 
products relative to its incumbent competitors, and the magnitude of the reduction in these cost 
differentials over time. If the market share is above the tipping-point, the transition of the vehicle fleet 

                                                        
2SEK per percentage point. A value of 10 SEK/pp, for instance, implies that the net cost per month would be 
reduced by 10 SEK for every percentage point that EEV fleet penetration increases. 
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will continue even after the phase-out of the temporary incentive. If the tipping-point has not been 
reached, the vehicle fleet will bounce-back towards the incumbent alternative. 

Particularly in terms of the vehicle market, given its slow transition rate, it is more likely that such 
effects will be identified when a policy in place for a longer period of time. As stated previously, longer 
incentive policies need not necessarily be of a substantial magnitude but should be substantial enough 
to artificially reduce the cost differentials to induce additional demand for the novel product until 
economies-of-scale effects can reduce the actual costs of the novel product to be competitive with the 
incumbent product. 

Our stylized model’s results suggest that both the fixed and variable costs of EEV ownership need to 
be carefully monitored and tracked by policy-makers in order to make an assessment of whether the 
sum interaction between these two decreasing costs is significant enough to make the overall cost of 
owning and using the novel product i.e. EEV, cost-competitive with the incumbent competitor. 

Given the stylized nature of our model, it is impossible to say whether the calculated minimum 
required economies-of-scale levels are realistic and/or achievable within each policy’s duration. Given 
the use of more detailed data sources, however, policy-makers would be able to employ similar 
techniques to gain an indication of the minimum required economies-of-scale effects under different 
policy designs, and in turn, make as assessment as to whether these effects are achievable. Given a 
flexible incentive, policy-makers would be able to adjust the magnitude of the policy throughout its 
duration in order to target the levels of economies-of-scale required for the incentive to be 
subsequently phased-out with out leading to a market bounce-back. 

Recognizing the importance of economies-of-scale effects in ensuring a sustainable, long-term 
transition towards EEVs, is key to designing an effect temporary incentive policy. Furthermore, it is 
important to understand how the duration and magnitude of a temporary incentive policy influences the 
minimum required economies-of-scale effects, as is discussed further below. 

5.2 Duration of a Temporary Economic Incentive versus Magnitude 

At its most basic, a temporary incentive has two parameters: magnitude and duration. The choice of 
policy must take into account that vehicle fleets, in general, are relatively slow to adapt, since vehicles 
are owned and used for numerous years before they are finally disposed. As such, it takes a long time 
of cumulative scrapping and purchasing decisions for a significant proportion of a fleet to shift to a new 
technology.  

Keeping an incentive in place for a longer duration of time means that a larger number of purchase 
decisions will be affected, and hopefully, a larger number of novel products, in the case of this paper - 
EEVs, will be adopted. However, a longer incentive also means a longer period of public funding (or 
loss of revenue, in the case of a congestion tax exemption). 

Increasing the magnitude of an incentive should generally result in increased adoption. The 
relationship may not be linear, but by decreasing the overall cost of ownership, a larger proportion of 
consumers would see the novel product as cost-competitive and choose that product. Given the 
increase in adoption may not be proportional to the increase in the cost of the policy, however, an 
assessment has to be made by policy-makers in terms of the cost-effectiveness of the policy, and any 
increases in its magnitude or value. The adoption rate can also be saturated, given the generally slow 
transition rates of vehicle fleets - meaning that higher magnitude incentives can be excessive and not 
cost-effective. 

Overall, the results of our stylized model suggest that there is an important interaction between the 
duration and magnitude of a policy in affecting the minimum economies-of-scale effects required for a 
continuing transition. Specifically, for the EEV market, given the slow rate of turnover within vehicle 
fleets, longer temporary incentives are likely to be more successful.  

Ultimately, the precise duration and magnitude of a temporary incentive will be influenced by local 
market conditions, and the type of economic incentive used. The purpose of this paper has been to 
firstly highlight the importance of economies-of-scale effects in securing a long-term transition to 
EEVs, and secondly, provide insight into the effects of incentive duration and magnitude on 
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economies-of-scale effects. There is one final element for policy-makers to consider, however, being 
the secondary effects that temporary incentives may induce – in the case of a temporary congestion 
tax exemption, levels of road congestion – and how a incentive design’s can influence the magnitude 
of these secondary effects. 

5.3 Congestion Effects 

In addition to understanding the level of economies of scale required under incentive policies of 
different magnitudes and durations, it is equally important for policy makers to understand the 
unintended consequences of this interference in the market. In the case of the congestion tax 
exemption, although this incentive decreased the overall cost of owning an EEV, it specifically 
decreased the cost of driving an EEV, leading to an increase in vehicle-kilometers, and in turn, an 
increase in congestion. This so-called ‘rebound effect’, reduced the effectiveness of the overall 
congestion tax policy, and offset some of the overall intended benefits of the incentive too i.e. 
reduction in emissions (Whitehead et al., 2015). 

The results of our stylized model suggest that, in the case of the energy efficient vehicle market in 
Stockholm, a balance should be struck between the two attributes of magnitude and duration. Under 
Policy C, whilst the required economies-of-scale effects were higher than under Policy B, the level of 
congestion induced by the incentive over 5 years, was much lower. In comparison, Policy B, also over 
5 years, induced more than eighteen times more congestion as compared to Policy C. 

On the basis of these findings, despite the slightly higher levels of minimum economies-of-scale 
required, it appears that an incentive program similar to Policy C would have been the better choice for 
Stockholm. The important conclusions to make in determining an ideal incentive policy, particularly for 
other jurisdictions considering the implementation of similar incentive programs, is that policy-makers 
first need to ensure that the minimum economies-of-scale effects in fixed costs, variable costs, or a 
combination of the two, is achievable under the set duration of the exemption/incentive. And secondly, 
it is important that policy-makers ensure that the magnitude of the incentive is not excessive, is cost-
effective, and will in turn, not lead to excessive secondary effects – that if left unchecked – could 
ultimately outweigh the intended benefits of the incentive program, as was the concern in Stockholm. 

6  Conclusions 

In this paper we explore the conditions required in order to stimulate a sustainable transition within a 
vehicle fleet towards energy efficient vehicles. By developing a stylized vehicle and mode choice 
model, partly based on data from Stockholm, we are able to reproduce the situation that led to policy-
makers prematurely phasing-out the incentive policy on the basis of increased traffic congestion. The 
EEV market data suggests that the timing of this phase-out, in conjunction with insufficient economies-
of-scale, may have ultimately halted the continuing uptake of EEVs in the region and contributed 
towards the bounce-back in the market to conventionally-fueled vehicles. This phenomenon has been 
observed across many different regions, under different time periods, and affecting different types of 
EEVs. Nonetheless, the same primary mechanisms appear to act where policy-makers withdraw an 
incentive before significant economies-of-scale have been attained, such that the actual cost of EEVs 
is less than, or at least competitive to, incumbent conventional vehicles, and thus the market reverts 
back to the incumbent alternative. 

The most viable type of EEV at the time of the congestion tax exemption, both in terms of cost and 
availability, were ethanol vehicles. Since this period, electric vehicles have become increasingly viable, 
due in no small part to substantial decreases in upfront costs through global economies-of-scale. 
Hence, even though ethanol vehicles were the best type of EEV available in 2008-2009, it could be 
that in the long-term, ensuring a transition towards EEVs would require waiting for the development of 
a alternative technology that could, in the long-run, benefit from larger economies-of-scale. It is for this 
reason, that as policy-makers monitor cost differentials between EEVs and conventional vehicles, the 
focus should not be focused on one single technology. 

The results of our stylized model suggest that Stockholm likely would have achieved a better outcome 
had the exemption policy been in place for the originally intended period of 5 years, however, with a 
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lower exemption discount, or a discount that progressively reduced over time, as well as a higher toll 
rate – as demonstrated under Policy C - in order to minimize the secondary effects of increased 
congestion. These findings in particular rely on the assumption that the minimum required economies-
of-scale effects under Policy C would be achievable for the specific type of EEVs most viable at the 
time i.e. ethanol vehicles, within the duration of the incentive policy. 

It is important to note that the stylized model described in this paper is based upon a number of other 
strong assumptions that could have a significant impact upon the magnitude of the reported results. 
These assumptions include: 

• The study population is assumed to be homogenous (same willingness-to-pay, preferences, etc.); 
• Average market rates are assumed for fixed and variable costs of owning/using an energy efficient 

vehicle, conventional vehicle and Public Transport; 
• Non-commuting trips are ignored, along with the associated utility and costs of these trips; 
• The study population is assumed to be naïve and they assume that all future costs, incentives and 

travel times will be the same as the present day; and, 
• The rate of change within the fleet is assumed to be fixed at 10% per annum or, in other words, a 

car is owned/used on average for 10 years (over the course of multiple owners). 

In order to improve this model, we intend to collect further data from which we can refine its 
projections. We would also like to use a similar framework to investigate the impact of incentive 
policies in other cities/regions to first replicate similar market bounce-back outcomes, and secondly to 
better understand whether similar variations in incentive policy designs could ‘correct’ these perverse 
market effects.  

One other area that this paper does not discuss is the impact of policy stability upon the transition 
towards EEVs. It would be pertinent to further explore the effects of consumers knowing that a policy 
will be in place for a certain period of time, versus it being phased out suddenly. If consumers were 
aware of the specific end date of a policy, and the incentive is particularly short, it would be expected 
that the overall effect of the policy would be substantially diminished, which would have a significant 
impact on the model’s projections. 

Despite the stylized nature of our model, the overall results provided suggest to policy-makers in 
regions who are considering the implementation of similar incentives, that they should consider the 
impact of both the magnitude and duration of an incentive policy. The levels of these two factors 
should be traded-off against each other in order to find a compromised solution that ensures that the 
incentive’s magnitude is great enough to artificially decrease the cost of owning/using the novel 
product i.e. EEVs, to a point which leads to increased consumer demand. The magnitude of the 
incentive, however, must be considered in the context of how long the policy should be in place in 
order to allow sufficient time such that economies-of-scale effects, driven by increased consumer 
demand, can lead to further, more permanent reductions in the cost of owning/using an EEV. If these 
relative cost differentials between the novel product and its incumbent competitor eventually become 
so minor that the early majority of consumers see the novel product as the better economic choice, the 
incentive can then be phased out without a market bounce-back. 

When policy-makers design an incentive to encourage a transition towards a new product, such as 
EEVs, our study shows that it is important that they also consider both the direct and indirect impacts 
of that policy, such that any unintended second order effects, like increased congestion, can be 
minimized. If an incentive policy can be legislated with some degree of flexibility such that it can be 
adjusted and tailored to suit the circumstances of the time, this will provide policy-makers will a wider 
range of policy levers to adjust, whilst monitoring the fixed and variable cost differentials between the 
novel product and the competing incumbent. Such flexibility will help to ensure a sustainable, long-
term transition and minimize the likelihood of a market-bounce once the incentive policy is eventually 
phased out. 
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Appendix A – Choice model assumptions and inputs 

Here we include the various assumptions and inputs used to design our stylized vehicle-mode choice 
model. All of these assumptions and inputs have been obtained and/or calculated, based upon data 
published by each referenced source.  

 

Table A1: Inputs and assumptions of the toll exemption model 

Factor Value Source 

Initial Vehicle 
Ownership 
Shares 

Fleet penetration = 2.0% 

Stockholm Public Transport (SL) (2007);  

Stockholm Public Transport (SL) (2013);  

Statistics Sweden (2014) 

Initial Mode 
Shares 

Drive|EEV = 50.0% 

Drive|CV = 60.0% 

Stockholm Public Transport (SL) (2007);  

Stockholm Public Transport (SL) (2013) 

Vehicle 
Ownership 
Elasticity 

-0.5 to -0.1 Litman (2013) 

Driving Elasticity -0.1 to 0.2 Litman (2013) 

Congestion Tax 
Exemption EEV 
Fleet 
Penetration 
Elasticity 

1.5 to 2.0% per annum Whitehead et al. (2014) 

Fleet Turnover 
Rate 5 years or 20.0% per year Statistics Sweden (2014) 

Initial Travel 
Times 

Drive = 35 minutes 

PT = 60 minutes 

Stockholm Public Transport (SL) (2007);  

Stockholm Public Transport (SL) (2013) 

Average return 
trip length 50 kilometers 

Stockholm Public Transport (SL) (2007);  

Stockholm Public Transport (SL) (2013) 

Initial Population 1000 commuters N/A 

Baseline Toll 
Rate 50 SEK (Return trip) The Swedish Tax Agency (Skatteverket) (2014) 

Baseline EEV 
Toll Discount 

100.0% Swedish Transport Agency (Transportstyrelsen) (2014) 

In addition to the table above, fuel prices were obtained from Swedish Petroleum and Biofuels Institute 
(Svenska Petroleum och Biodrivmedel Institutet) (2015), whilst vehicle purchase prices were sourced 
from KVD (2015).  


